Knowledge Plan (fill in with
English teacher):
Week 1:
Week 2:
Week 3:
Week 4:
Week 5:
Week 6:
Week 7:

38 soliloquy
39 pathetic
fallacy
40 sonnet

D. RECAP
A character’s solo
speech to the audience.
Weather reflects the
mood.
14-line love poem.

A. KEYSTONE VOCABULARY
A novel that tells the story of a child growing up into adulthood.
Something/someone that strays from their ordinary path; something/someone that doesn’t fit in.
Making up for one’s mistakes or sins.
The fair and deserved reward or punishment of somebody.
The sponsoring or supporting of somebody thought to be in need.
Excessive pride in or concern about how you look (physically or in your reputation) to others.
B. KEY TECHNIQUE or TERM
7 cyclical
Having a circular structure; ending at the same place as the beginning.
8 foreshadowing
Warning about a future event.
9 hyperbole
Exaggeration
10 figurative language Saying something that isn’t literally true.
11 syndetic listing
The repetition of ‘and’ for effect in a list of three or more things. [Apples and pears and strawberries].
12 semantic field
Words that can be put in a category. [ruler, timetable, pencil, whiteboard = semantic field of school].
13 protagonist
The main character in a text.
14 antagonist
The character who goes against the main character/ the enemy in a text.
15 characterise
To describe the important features of (someone).
16 symbolise
Where an object/ image stands for a bigger idea.
C. KEY VOCABULARY
17 relic
An object that has survived an earlier, historical time.
18 spectral
Like a ghost.
19 revenant
A person or thing that has returned, usually from the dead.
20 humility
Being modest; having a low view of your importance (opposite of arrogance).
21 delusion
Believing in something that is not real or rational; madness.
22 to condescend
To talk to someone in a way that shows you feel you are above them.
23 potential
Showing the possibility of developing into something in the future.
24 patriarchal
Controlled by men.
25 subordinate
Below; less important.
26 stereotype
Simplified view of a person or group.
27 martyr
Someone who dies for their beliefs.
28 heresy
Unacceptable/ unpopular belief.
29 liberty
Freedom.
30 provincial
Describing places outside of a country’s capital city; usually seen as less modern or sophisticated.
31 conscience
A person’s inner sense of right and wrong.
32 burden
A heavy weight or load.
33 to perish
To die.
34 pitiable
Capable of causing someone to feel sorry for them.
35 supercilious
Acting as if you are superior to/ above someone else.
36 celestial
Belonging to/ from Heaven or the sky.
37 benefactor
A person who gives money or other help to somebody/ a charity.
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bildungsroman
aberration
penitence
justice
patronage
vanity

